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1. Introduction 

We have constructed a model of the simultaneous household demand for private 

automobile use, and fitted it to individual household data from the Dutch 1980 budget 

survey (De Jong and Cramer, 1987). The result is now applied to the survey of 1985 in 

order to obtain validation of the model by post sample prediction. This exercise raises 

some genera1 issues of predicting individual discrete choice and of conditional prediction in 

a simultaneous framework. It als0 brings home that a model with a fair overall 

performance may wel fail to explain or predict behaviour at the individual level. 

The model and the data are described in section 2 and 3. The post s q l e  prediction 

methods and - results can be found in section 4. Section 5 concerns another method of 

validation of the model, which is re-estimation. 

2, The model 

The centra1 relation of the model is an Engel curve for the logarithm of household i's 

intended private automobile mileage, Yi*, as a function of per capita income, family size, 

age, and of dummies for farmer households and for woman drivers. This function has a 

disturbance v. The random variable yi* governs private automobile ownership, for this 

occurs iff yi* exceeds a constant threshold value y, which in this model is to be 

estimated. In the event, observed private mileage yi (also in logarithms) wil1 consist of 

yi* plus a further disturbance w. It is helpful to think of yi* as 'permanent mileage', 








































